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The energy density taethed has been used to investigate sysccœ&eics.My 
the variations of the nuclear r.tu.s. proton and neutron radii with ic=; cet 
to 2 and M for sr.hcri.cal nuclei distributed tnrougheut the nucleic r.c:.i*;-
sula ut» to tho limits of stability against nucléon emission. 

Comparison with experimental data has been «ado in the cane of ch-.r-;3 
densities and.radii. Available neutron data arc too uncertain to nllov a 
st&aningful diV-ussion. It has to be noticed, however, that our self—-r̂ r.i::.:;-
tent approach treats a priori proton and neutron on a \*ery eç,ual fce'.ing 
and it has been checked by comparing carefully experimental and calcuÂ.-irr.d 
separation energies and also 'lc.;-lyir.g excitation energies that wa can 
predict indued proton and neutron basic quantities with the carx- d'jg::-:-e of 
confidence. Therefore, we expect oui: neutron distribution and radii to be 
detonninad with the saraa reliability as the proton ones. This is ?. charac
teristic of self-consir,{.ent methods based either on realistic r.uclcc:i-
micltton interactions [*l,2l or en realistic energy densities £3" . such 
methods offer the possibility o£ judging both nautron and pro con di;*:rit.:-
tions by siiapiy comparing calculated and well established ctr^irical -ha.*:.-;;; 
densities. 

The inost salient features of the calculated nucléon distribution ;;.--• 
tlie following : 

- The important spreading of the r.ra.s. proton r p * and neutron, i:n , 
radii nlcng the isobar series. This invalidates any atte-r.pt to dGEcri::^ 
accurately nucleei' radii with one variable laws* such for instance th;> 
usual A"* - ones. 

•* The syx*M3try property r (z,K) = r {î*,z) of the nuclear radii which 
should hold in the absonce^of the Couïcsb interaction is soon to he enly 
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slightly violated in the case of light nuclei for which we obtain 
*L (Z,N) X r (N.fci. 
p n 

Local variâtiono of r with respect to Z and N are somewhat 
stronger than those of r_ . in particular* the shell-effects on nuclear 
densities which are founcr to be generally rather small affect especially 
the neutron radii. 

- The oscillations of rp(r) AS well as of rn{rï are reduced by the 
pairing correlations. However, they seem to remain too large compared to 
empirical evidences. This supports the, expectation that other types of 
correlations are actually important» even in the ground state of R:,VJÎIC 
nuclei. Encouraging porturbiitivo results have been recently reported ]"*I j 
regarding neglected quasinucleon - phonon interaction. We are trying 
to treat self-consistently these last correlations to determine their 
effects on densities. 
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